
 

differently because he comes from processing and we are only working as glass processors, this 
combination together means that you have interesting sparring moments with brilliant ideas as a 
result. 

 

The machines were all delivered on schedule. I have to admit that the planning went perfectly, 
according to our and his vision and within the predetermined time frame and within budget. In 
September 2021 within four weeks the entire production location was moved and fully operational. 
The suppliers involved were very satisfied with the progress of this project. 

At the beginning of the total project, we made the choice regarding to digitization to go for the 
software package Fenevision from Fentech (Cyncly). We started this fairly quickly with a whiteboard 
session in August 2020, the aim of which was to go live on the old site before the move on April 1, 
2021, unfortunately this was not feasible. 

 

The implementation of the new software was a project that we had underestimated, after the 
whiteboard session we immediately took action. René and I did this project together with a team of 
key employees. We wanted to go live on April 1, 2021, but we soon found out that this was not 
feasible. René immediately started making a correct analysis of how our company structure worked, 
we started from scratch, so we could lay a foundation to further expand the software. Ultimately, 
due to a tough but exciting and educational time, we went live on March 7, 2022 on our new site. 
This was a second adjustment for all our employees after the move and we entered a difficult phase. 
René played a very important role in mobilizing, involving and supervising the employees in this 
project. Because he had a good background in computer science, he was able to pick up this project 
effortlessly. Gradually he also learned the ins and outs of the Fenevision program in terms of 
implementation, programming and all modules such as order processing, purchasing, planning, 
production flow and financial processing. 

 

If you have to introduce so many adjustments and changes in times of great growth in your 
organization, this puts an enormous pressure on management and all employees, which is seriously 
underestimated in many companies. With the arrival of René we have been able to make this a great 
success together, his analytical skills, tranquility, listening skills and communication ability have 
played a major role in this. René is a person who says that if something is possible, he will do  


